3io	THE TYPE-PROBLEM IN POETRY
tion of the unconscious, where lies the treasure, z>, the
libido which is submerged or absorbed in introversion.
It is this sum of libido which is described as ' the Kingdom
of God'. This signifies a constant unity or reconciliation
with God, a living in His Kingdom, i.e. in that state in
which a paramount libido accumulation lies in the un-
conscious, by which the conscious life is determined. The
libido concentrated in the unconscious comes from objects,
from the world, whose former ascendancy it conditioned,
God was then 'without', whereas now He works from
'within', as that hidden treasure which is conceived as
'God's Kingdom'. This clearly contains the idea that
the libido assembled in the soul represents a relation to
God (God's Kingdom). Now when Meister Eckehart
reaches the conclusion that the soul is itself the Kingdom
of God, he conceives it as a relation to God, and God
as the power working within the soul and perceived by
it Eckehart even calls the soul the image of God.
Ethnological and historical ways of regarding the soul
make it abundantly evident that it represents a content
which belongs partly to the subject, but partly also to
the world of spirits, i.e. to the unconscious* Hence the
soul has always an earthly as* well as a rather ghostly
quality. It is the same with the magic power, the divine
force of the primitives, whereas the point of view of the
higher cultural levels definitely severs God from man,
finally exalting Him to the heights of pure ideality. But
the soul never forgoes its middle station, Htence its
claim to be regarded as a function between the conscious
subject and these (to the subject) inaccessible depths of
the unconscious. The determining force (God) which
operates from these depths is reflected by the soul, Le,
it creates symbols and images, and is itself only an
image. Through these images it transveys the forces of
the unconscious into the conscious; so that it is both

